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WAX 

 

For practices, families are expected to assist their skier with waxing.  For families new to 

waxing, skate skis require only glide wax.  For glide wax, we recommend your home kit include 

a universal/cold and a warm liquid wax for glide and a thermal cork and nylon brush for 

polishing (Figure 1).  Classic skis will use the same glide wax on ski tips and tails and also a kick 

wax in the center/kick zone of the ski. For kick wax, we recommend your home kit include 

three hard kick waxes (representing three temperature ranges) and a synthetic cork for 

application (Figure 2). To remove kick wax, we recommend a scraper, wax remover solution 

(Figure 3), and paper towel. Re-apply glide wax when the bases start to show white (oxidation). 

This protects the ski and maintains glide.  Skate ski glide wax will need to be re-applied more 

often than classic tips/tails, so check the skate bases every week. Re-apply kick wax for classic 

practice day. It can get more complicated than this, but these would be the basics. We will 

provide wax training in the beginning of the season for those interested. (This occurred 11/30 – 

if you need training, please contact the coaches). Local ski shops also offer waxing services. 

 

For races, LNST provides skiers wax, instruction, and waxing facility. Based on snow and 

weather conditions, coaches will set wax type and demo wax application (Figure 4, Figure 5). 

Our wax facility or ‘wax barn’ is located at the property of the All Creatures Veterinary Clinic – 

please thank this business. 

 

 
 

 



Figure 1.  Example of glide liquid wax kit.  The liquid wax is applied with the sponge applicator.  Wait ~30 

minutes and then use a medium-stiffness nylon brush to remove excess wax & polish. Re-apply when 

the ski base show dryness (oxidation or white/grey on base).  Glide wax is used on the entire base of 

skate skis AND on the tips/tails (outside of kick wax pocket) of classic skis.  LNST does not endorse any 

specific brand – this is just an example. 

DEMO: https://youtu.be/GVd3qKIXyxA  

 

 

Figure 2.  Example of kick wax kit.  The kick wax is ‘crayoned’ in the marked kick zone on a classic ski 

(you can use painters tape at kick pocket ends to protect the tip/tail glide areas).  Use a synthetic cork to 

evenly spread the wax in the kick zone. Repeat 4 times = 2 long layers in the full (wider) kick zone and 2 

short layers in the klister (shorter) marked pocket.  Kick wax is only used on classic ski kick zones. To 

remove, use a scraper (and wax remover as needed, Figure 3). LNST does not endorse any specific brand 

– this is just an example. 

DEMO: https://youtu.be/S79aGWzjEzg 

 

 

https://youtu.be/GVd3qKIXyxA
https://youtu.be/S79aGWzjEzg


 

Figure 3.  Example of wax remover.  To remove kick wax, use liquid remover, paper towel, and scraper. 

In most cases, you’ll use this to change kick wax from a warm to cold temp wax. LNST does not endorse 

any specific brand – this is just an example. 

DEMO: https://youtu.be/Wou48qqr-aI 

 

 

Figure 4. Example glide hot wax kit. Hot glide wax is important to apply occasionally over the season.  

We will apply hot wax before races at the Wax Barn, but you can apply hot wax at home anytime if you 

want to make this investment.  Hot wax is also important to put on new skis (multiple layers) and at the 

end of season (do not scrap/polish off excess wax – just leave cooled wax on ski base while in storage). 

LNST does not endorse any specific brand – this is just an example. 

DEMO: https://youtu.be/Atux8Ks72G4 

 

https://youtu.be/Wou48qqr-aI
https://youtu.be/Atux8Ks72G4


 

Figure 5. Example wax bench. We have wax benches setup at the Wax Barn, but you can have one setup 

at home if you want to make this investment. LNST does not endorse any specific brand – this is just an 

example. 

 


